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Since forming their creative partnership in 1992, Dutch fashion designers Viktor Horsting and Rolf Snoeren--
working together as Viktor&Rolf--have gained critical acclaim for their cerebral, witty and rebellious

approach to design, their technical virtuosity and deep knowledge of fashion history. Their spectacular avant-
garde creations are showcased for the first time in this richly illustrated publication.Throughout their
illustrious 25-year career, Viktor&Rolf have carved a contradictory identity that pushes the boundaries
between art and fashion, often contrasting romance and violence, exuberance and control, classicism and

rebellion. Exploring their concept of wearable art," Viktor&Rolf: Fashion Artists features some of the Dutch
design duo's most show-stopping and innovative works, drawn from the Viktor&Rolf archive as well as

museum collections in the Netherlands.

Unexpected Elegance Conceptual Glamour and Provocative Couture set the tone for the new collection
resulting in a romantic and sculptural range of classic and feminine designs with a surreal ViktorRolf

twist.ViktorRolf. It includes an exclusive recent interview with the designers a fascinating glossary of Viktor
Rolf.

Viktor Rolf

Fashion royalty ViktorRolf are celebrating a 25 year retrospective at the Kunsthal gallery in Rotterdam
Holland. Viktor Rolf Fashion Artists. The pace is familiar to them having designed a collection for Swedish
high street retailer HM in 2006 the third designer brand to do so in what has since become lucrative business
for the chainstore behemoth. Entitled Viktor Rolf Fashion Artists 25 Years the new exhibition put together by
the Amsterdam. Filmmaker Alexander Vesely traveled the world over to document the personal and unique
side of this important man. A Note Art Fashion Viktor Rolf. Viktor Horsting and Rolf Snoeren met while

majoring in fashion design at Arnhem Academy of Art. FREE shipping on eligible orders. On the occasion of

https://myksigbokre.art/books1?q=Viktor & Rolf - Fashion Artists


their twentyfifth anniversary the Dutch luxury fashion house Viktor Rolf present. ViktorRolf Fashion Artists
will be at NGV International 180 St Kilda Road Melbourne Australia from 21 October 2016 26 February

2017. The two met. Next week the National Gallery of Victoria in Melbourne Australia will open Viktor Rolf
Fashion Artists a museum exhibit that showcases three decades of the brands artistic highlights. We mean

LITERALLY. Discover VIKTOR with a 30 minute online demo.
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